The new women’s leadership network

THE MISSION

Leverage networks to share knowledge and skills while building a new
community of inspiring empowered women to collaborate in business.

THE PROBLEM

Women tend to think of other women as competition rather than allies — together we are
stronger. The XX Project maximizes your network and leverages your skills to empower one
another’s business’. We are your support network in both personal and professional endeavors.

THE XX SOLUTION
A network of top female leaders across all industries share their empowerment stories and strategies, giving
participants the motivation and spark to affect change in their own lives.
Our events are designed to propel women to their next phase of personal and professional success; shift them into an empowered state
of self; re-align with authentic goals and values; add significant relationships to their network; and provide a supportive community.
Speakers range from today’s most inspiring C-level execs to entrepreneurs at leading companies such as GE, iHeartMedia, Fast
Company, The Paley Center, Restoration Hardware, Equinox, Octagon and Stylehaul. THE XX PROJECT specializes in four different
types of ongoing events, as well as tentpole events throughout the year to bring together the strongest minds across diverse fields
of expertise,

ONGOING EVENTS

Salon Dinner
Series
Hosted by industry leaders, the TXXP
Salon Dinner Series offers an informal
opportunity to network and ignite
collaboration.

Quarterly
Talks

The XX Project
Cares

Mentorship
Workshops

The XX Project Talks gives top level Using our extended network of sponsors, TXXP workshops allow one-on-one
executives across diverse industries a we support our women’s philanthropic mentor match-ups to facilitate learning
platform to share their career trajectory passions and give back through The XX between experienced veterans and the
and current trending topics in their field.
Project Cares events.
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PROGRAMMING
SALON DINNER SERIES
Hosted by industry leaders, the TXXP Salon Dinner Series offers an
informal opportunity to network and ignite collaboration.
RECENT EVENTS

Special Topic: Navigating the
Celebrity Marketing Landscape
Ace Hotel Downtown , LA
Featuring guest speaker Ashlee Margolis (The A
List), The XX Project and FEMDE brings together
both female entrepreneurs to discuss the power
of Hollywood branding and building your business
with celebrity influencers.

Special Topic: Empowerment
through Your Finances
Jessie Street Studio, LA
Co-hosts Nicole Lapin (Author, “Rich Bitch”),
Sara Christensen (Raptor Group), and journalist
Jacyln Trop led a dinner discussion focusing on
empowerment through your personal finances, and
how to use that power to grow your brand.

In Partnership with

PROGRAMMING
SALON DINNER SERIES
Hosted by industry leaders, the TXXP Salon Dinner Series offers an
informal opportunity to network and ignite collaboration.
RECENT EVENTS

Women in Music Dinner Party
No Name , LA
In collaboration with GLAMSQUAD, The XX Project
brought together over 85 women for an overcapacity dinner and cocktail hour.

Women in Music Dinner Party
Ace Hotel Downtown, LA
In collaboration with Sonos, Restoration Hardware
and LA Confidential, The XX Project gathered
entertainment’s top business leaders for an evening
of discussion in Ace Hotel’s Segovia Ballroom.

PROGRAMMING
QUARTERLY TALKS

The XX Project Quartlery Talks gives top level executives across diverse industries
a platform to share their career trajectory and current trending topics in their field.
RECENT EVENTS

Passion Points to Success
iHeart Media, New York
In collaboration with iHeart Media, The XX Project‘s
largest Q&A panel included Christine Osekoski
(Fast Company), Gayle Troberman (iHeartMedia),
Lisa Murray (Octagon), and Sarah Robb O’Hagan
(Equinox).

Soundbytes: Women in Music
Soho House, West Hollywood
TV host and personality Allison Hagendorf
moderated a panel including Claudia Cahill (The
Content Creative), Nikki Wheeler (ICM Partners)
and Banch Abegaze (Atom Factory) to a sold-out
crowd of attendees.

PROGRAMMING
THE XX PROJECT CARES
Using our extended network of sponsors, we support our women’s philanthropic
passions and give back through The XX Project Cares events.
RECENT EVENTS

Ride for a Cure
SOULCYCLE / Mondrian
In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month,
the launch of The XX Project Cares hosted
a ride at SOULCYCLE West Hollywood
benefiting the Susan G. Komen Foundation,
followed by a pool party on the roof of the
Mondrian Hotel.

PROGRAMMING
MENTORSHIP WORKSHOPS
Focusing on the new generation of female entrepreneurs, TXXP workshops allow one-on-one mentor matchups to facilitate learning between experienced veterans and the fresh faces breaking through today.

OUR NETWORK

PROGRAMMING
TENTPOLE EVENTS
Women’s Empowerment Retreat

Held at Equinox Sports Club in West LA, The XX Project’s 1st annual Women’s Empowerment Retreat brought together
fitness experts, health and wellness coaches, and acclaimed authors to share stories about empowerment through your
personal health, as well as wellness tips to keep you motivated during a busy entrepreneurial lifestyle.

In Partnership with

PROGRAMMING
TENTPOLE EVENTS
TXXP Holiday Mixer

Held on the rooftop of Ace Hotel Downtown LA, The XX Project hosted an end-of-year holiday mixer welcoming
entrepreneurs male and female to celebrate 2015’s successes and begin collaborating for the next big ideas in 2016.

In Partnership with

PROGRAMMING
LOOKING FORWARD
Salon Dinner Series - May 2016

Special Topic: The Entrepreneurial State of Mind
For our next Salon Dinner, The XX Project welcomes host
Leura Fine of Laura & Wolf to lead a discussion on how she
has launched one of the most popular tech start ups of 2016.

Leura Fine
Founder & CEO

Recently featured in
TechCrunch

TXXP Pop Up House - Summer 2016
TXXP Pop Up House is a first of its kind custom curated shortterm learning and experiential destination within a private
home in L.A. Over the course of a month our House will offer
entrepreneurial and career- oriented programming covering a
range of topics, as well as intimate events for female business
leaders from various industries.
Each week will be themed to a particular career, entertainment,
health and wellness/ fitness, beauty or politics discussion.
Topics will span building out your business and brand, pitching
investors/ funding your business, investing and managing
personal finances, love and dating. Our mission is to take the
TXXP Pop Up House across major cities in timing with annual
festivals and tentpole events.

GETSPONSORSHIP
INVOLVED
OPPORTUNITIES
The XX Project produces original customized events with key influencers from diverse industries.
We invite you to be a part of our movement.

ONGOING EVENTS
- Salon Dinner Series
- Quarterly Talks
- The XX Project Cares
- Mentorship Workshops

TENTPOLE EVENTS
- Women’s Empowerment Retreat
- TXXP Holiday Mixer
- TXXP Pop Up House (Summer 2016)
- TXXP Summit (2016)
- NY Fashion Week Mixer (September 2017)
- TXXP x 59ths Grammys (February 2017)

IN THE PRESS

IN THE PRESS

MEET
THE
FOUNDER
MICHELLE EDGAR
Michelle Edgar joined FRUKT LA in 2014 to head up Business
Development in North America. Combining her career with her
passion for music and entertainment, Michelle has previously
held key roles at Quest Management, KIDinaKORNER, Red
Light Management and Warner Bros Records - having begun
working in media as beauty director at OK Magazine. Not only
has Michelle created innovative platforms and campaigns for
the likes of Imagine Dragons, Skylar Grey, Alicia Keys and
Mariah Carey, but she also founded and continues to run Music
Unites: a non-profit organization that funds sustainable music
education programs in under-served public schools across the
U.S. Michelle founded The XX Project approximately two years
ago and has made it a part of her everyday life to mentor, give
back, and empower women.

michelle.edgar@thexxproject.com

